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ABSTRACT
One of the least understood aspects of white dwarf evolution is the process by which they are formed.

The initial stages of white dwarf evolution are characterized by high luminosity, high e†ective tem-
perature, and high surface gravity, making it difficult to constrain their properties through traditional
spectroscopic observations. We are aided, however, by the fact that many H- and He-deÐcient preÈwhite
dwarfs (PWDs) are multiperiodic g-mode pulsators. These stars fall into two classes : the variable planet-
ary nebula nuclei (PNNV) and the ““ naked ÏÏ GW Vir stars. Pulsations in PWDs provide a unique
opportunity to probe their interiors, which are otherwise inaccesible to direct observation. Until now,
however, the nature of the pulsation mechanism, the precise boundaries of the instability strip, and the
mass distribution of the PWDs were complete mysteries. These problems must be addressed before we
can apply knowledge of pulsating PWDs to improve understanding of white dwarf formation. This paper
lays the groundwork for future theoretical investigations of these stars. In recent years, Whole Earth
Telescope observations led to determination of mass and luminosity for the majority of the GW Vir
pulsators. With these observations, we identify the common properties and trends PWDs exhibit as a
class. We Ðnd that pulsators of low mass have higher luminosity, suggesting the range of instability is
highly mass dependent. The observed trend of decreasing periods with decreasing luminosity matches a
decrease in the maximum (standing-wave) g-mode period across the instability strip. We show that the
red edge can be caused by the lengthening of the driving timescale beyond the maximum sustainable
period. This result is general for ionization-based driving mechanisms, and it explains the mass depen-
dence of the red edge. The observed form of the mass dependence provides a vital starting point for
future theoretical investigations of the driving mechanism. We also show that the blue edge probably
remains undetected because of selection e†ects arising from rapid evolution.
Subject headings : stars : interiors È stars : oscillations È stars : variables : other (GW Virginis) È

white dwarfs

1. INTRODUCTION

Until about 20 years ago, the placement of stars in the
transition region between the planetary nebula nucleus
track and the upper end of the white dwarf cooling sequence
was problematic. This was due not only to the rapidity with
which stars must make this transition (making obser-
vational examples hard to come by) but also to the difficulty
of specifying log g and for such objects. DeterminingTeffthese quantities from spectra requires that we construct a
reasonable model of the starÏs atmosphere. This is very diffi-
cult for compact stars with in excess of 50,000 K. TheTeffassumption of local thermal equilibrium (LTE), so useful in
modeling the spectra of cooler stars, breaks down severely
at such high temperatures and gravities.

Fortunately, the known sample of stars that occupy this
phase of the evolutionary picture has grown over the last
two decades. The most important discovery was that of a
new spectral class called the PG 1159 stars. They are
deÐned by the appearance of lines of He II, C IV, and O VI

(and sometimes N V) in their spectra. Over two dozen are
known, ranging in from over 170,000 K down to 80,000TeffK. About half are central stars of planetary nebulae. The
most evolved PG 1159 stars merge with the log g and ofTeffthe hottest normal white dwarfs. This class thus forms a
complete evolutionary sequence from planetary nebula
nucleus (PNN) to the white dwarf cooling track (Werner
1995 ; Dreizler & Huber 1998).

About half of the PG 1159 stars are pulsating variable
stars, spread over the entire range of log g and occupiedTeff

by members of the spectral class. This represents the widest
instability ““ strip ÏÏ (temperature-wise) in the H-R diagram.
Central star variables are usually denoted as planetary
nebula nucleus variable (PNNV) stars. Variable PG 1159
stars with no nebula make up the GW Virginis (or simply
GW Vir) stars. PG 1159 thus serves as the prototype for
both a spectroscopic class and a class of variable stars.
Farther down the white dwarf sequence, we Ðnd two addi-
tional instability strips. At surface temperatures between
about 22,000 and 28,000 K (Beauchamp et al. 1999), we Ðnd
the DBV (variable DB) stars. Even cooler are the ZZ Ceti
(variable DA) stars, with between 11,300 and 12,500 KTeff(Bergeron et al. 1995). Variability in all three strips results
from g-mode pulsation (for the ZZ Ceti stars, see Warner &
Robinson 1972 ; for the DBVs, see Winget et al. 1982 ; for
the PG 1159 variables, see StarrÐeld et al. 1983). The pulsa-
tion periods provide a rich mine for probing the structure of
white dwarf and preÈwhite dwarf (PWD) stars.

Despite the wealth of pulsational data available to us in
studying the variable PWDs, they have so far resisted
coherent generalizations of their group properties. Such a
classiÐcation is required for understanding possible driving
mechanisms or explaining the observed period distribution.
Until now, the error bars associated with spectroscopic
determination of mass, luminosity, and for a given vari-Teffable star spanned a signiÐcant fraction of the instability
strip.

Even given the limited information provided by spectro-
scopic determinations of log g and many attempts haveTeff,
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been made to form a coherent theory of their pulsations.
StarrÐeld et al. (1984) proposed that GW Vir and PNNV
stars are driven by cyclical ionization of carbon (C) and
oxygen (O). However, their proposal su†ers from the deÐ-
ciency that a helium (He) mass fraction of only 10% in
the driving zone will ““ poison ÏÏ C/O driving. Later, they
managed to create models unstable to (C-driven) pulsation
with surface He abundance as high as 50%, but only at
much lower than most GW Vir stars (Stanghellini, Cox,Teff& StarrÐeld 1991 ; see also the review by Cox 1993).
Another problem is the existence of nonpulsating stars
within the strip with nearly identical spectra to the pulsa-
tors (Werner 1995). More precise observations can detect
subtle di†erences between the pulsators and nonpulsators.
For instance, Dreizler (1998) Ðnds N V in the spectra of all
the pulsators but only some of the nonpulsators. It remains
to be seen if these di†erences are important.

More recently, Bradley & Dziembowski (1996) studied
the e†ects of using the newer OPAL opacities in creating
unstable stellar models. Their models pulsate via O driving,
andÈin exact opposition to StarrÐeld, Stanghellini, and
CoxÈthey require no C (or He) in the driving region to
obtain unstable modes that match the observed periods.
Their models also require radii up to 30% larger than those
derived from prior asteroseismological analyses of GW Vir
stars, in order to match the observed range of periods.

Finally, Saio (1996) and Gautschy (1997) proposed
driving by a ““metallicity bump,ÏÏ where the opacity deriv-
ative changes sign as a result of the presence of metals such
as iron in the envelope. This i mechanism is similar to those
currently thought to drive pulsation in the b Cephei vari-
ables (see, for instance, Moskalik & Dziembowski 1992) and
in the recently discovered subdwarf B variables (Charpinet
et al. 1996). Unfortunately, their simpliÐed models are
inconsistent with the evolutionary status of PG 1159 stars.
More importantly, their period structures do not match
published WET observations of real preÈwhite dwarfs
(Winget et al. 1991 ; Kawaler et al. 1995 ; Bond et al. 1996 ;
OÏBrien et al. 1998).

With so many di†erent explanations for pulsational
driving, stricter constraints on the observable conditions
of the pulsators and nonpulsators are badly needed. The
most e†ective way to thin the ranks of competing theories
(and perhaps point the way to explanations previously
unthought of ) is to obtain better knowledge of when the
pulsations begin and end for PWD stars of a given mass.

Of course, with only a few stars available to study, even
complete asteroseismological solutions for all of them
might not prove signiÐcantly illuminating. Even if their
properties follow recognizable patterns, it is difficult to
show this compellingly given only a few cases. However,
with asteroseismological analyses now published for the
majority of the GW Vir stars, we can Ðnally attempt to
investigate their behavior as a class of related objects. In the
next section, we outline the analytic theory of PWD pulsa-
tion. In ° 3, we use the observed properties of the variable
PWDs to show that they do follow compelling trends, span-
ning their entire range of stellar parameters, to which any
model of PWD pulsation must conform. Next we introduce
a new set of numerical models developed to help interpret
this behavior. In ° 5, we show how the evolution (and even-
tual cessation) of pulsation in PWDs can be governed by
the changing relationship of the driving timescale to the
maximum sustainable g-mode period. These results suggest

several fruitful directions for future work, both theoretical
and observational, which we discuss in the concluding
section.

2. THEORY

The set of periods excited to detectable limits in white
dwarf stars is determined by the interplay of several pro-
cesses. The Ðrst is the driving of pulsation by someÈas yet
unspeciÐedÈmechanism (no matter how melodious the
bell, it must be struck to be heard). Second is the response of
the star to the driving taking place somehere in its interior.
A pulsating PWD star is essentially a (spherically sym-
metric) resonant cavity, capable of sustained vibration at a
characteristic set of frequencies. Those frequencies are
determined by the structure of the star, its mass and lumi-
nosity, as well as the thickness of its surface layers. Finally,
the actual periods we see are a†ected by the mechanism
through which internal motions are translated into observ-
able luminosity variations. This is the so-called ““ transfer
function,ÏÏ and clues to its nature are to be found in the
observed variations as well.

2.1. Asymptotic Relations
If we wish to make the most of the observed periods, we

must understand the process of driving, and response to
driving, in as much detail as possible. However, we can
learn a great deal by simply comparing the periods of
observed light variations to the normal-mode periods of
model stars.

The normal mode oscillations of white dwarf and PWD
stars are most compactly described using the basis set of
spherical harmonic functions, coupled with an appro-Y

m
l ,

priate set of radial wave functions Here n is the numberR
n
.

of nodal surfaces in the radial direction, l denotes the
number of nodal planes orthogonal to such surfaces, and m
is the number of these planes that include the pulsational
axis of the star.

The periods of g-modes of a given l are expected to
increase monotonically as the number of radial nodes n
increases. The reason is that the buoyant restoring force is
proportional to the total mass displaced, and this mass gets
smaller as the number of radial nodes increases. A weaker
restoring force implies a longer period (see, e.g., Cox 1980).
In the ““ asymptotic limit ÏÏ that n ? l, the periods of con-
secutive modes should obey the approximate relation

%
n
+

%0
[l(l] 1)]1@2 (n ] v) n ? l , (1)

where is the g-mode period for a given value of n, and%
nis a constant that depends on the overall structure of the%0star (see, e.g., Tassoul 1980 ; Kawaler 1986).1

Equation (1) implies that modes of a given l should form
a sequence based upon a fundamental period spacing

This is the overall pattern identiÐed*%\%0/[l(l] 1)]1@2.
by various investigators in the light curves of most of the
GW Vir stars. Once a period spacing is identiÐed, we can

1 The additional constant v is assumed to be small, though its exact
value depends on the boundary conditions. Since the actual boundary
conditions depend on the period, v probably does, too.
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compare this spacing to those computed in models to deci-
pher the starÏs structure. Kawaler (1986) found that the
parameter in static PWD models is dependent primarily%0on the overall stellar mass, with a weak dependence on
luminosity. Kawaler & Bradley (1994) present the approx-
imate relation

%0+ 15.5
A M
M

_

B~1.3 A L
100 L

_

B~0.035 A q
y

10~3
B~0.00012

,

(2)

where is the fraction by mass of He at the surface.2q
yOther questions, however, can only be answered from

knowledge of the cause of the light variations we measure.
In the case of the PWDs, this is chief among the mysteries
we would like to solve. The most telling clue will be the
extent and location of the region of instability in the H-R
diagramÈderived in part from pulsational analysis of the
structure of stars that bracket this region. The will now
provide some of the background needed to attack these
issues.

2.2. Pulsation in PreÈW hite Dwarf Stars
In a star, energy generally Ñows down the temperature

gradient from the central regions to the surface in a smooth,
relatively unimpeded fashion. Of course, small, random per-
turbations to this smooth Ñow constantly arise. The situ-
ation is stable as long as such perturbations quickly damp
out, restoring equilibrium. For instance, equilibrium is res-
tored by the forces of buoyancy and pressure ; these forces
deÐne the nature of g- and p-modes. They resist mass
motions and local compression or expansion of material
away from equilibrium conditions.

2.2.1. Driving and Damping

Thermodynamics and opacity a†ect local equilibrium. In
general, if a parcel of material in a star is compressed, its
temperature goes up while its opacity decreases. The higher
temperature causes more radiation to Ñow out to the sur-
rounding material, while lower opacity decreases the effi-
ciency with which radiation is absorbed. From the Ðrst law
of thermodynamics, an increasing temperature accompa-
nied by net heat loss implies that work is being done on the
parcel by its surroundings. Similar arguments show that
work is done on the parcel during expansion, also. Thus,
any initial perturbation will be quickly damped outÈeach
parcel demands work to do otherwise. The requirement that
a region lose heat when compressing and gain heat when
expanding is the fundamental criterion for stability. When
the opposite is true, and work is done by mass elements
on their surroundings during compression and expansion,
microscopic perturbations can grow to become the
observed variations in pulsating stars.

Under certain circumstances, the sign of the opacity
derivative changes compared to that described above. If the
opacity, i, increases upon compression, then heat Ñowing
through a mass element is trapped there more efficiently.
Within regions where this is true, work is done on the sur-
rounding material. Thus, these regions can help destabilize
the star, if this driving is not overcome elsewhere in the star.
However, other regions, where work is required to com-

2 Note that the sign of the exponent in the L term is in error in Kawaler
& Bradley (1994).

press and expand material, tend to damp such pulsation
out. Global instability arises only when the work performed
by the driving regions outweighs the work done on the
damping regions over a pulsation cycle. In this case, the
Ñow of thermal energy can do mechanical work, and this
work is converted into the pulsations we observe.

This method of driving pulsation is called the i mecha-
nism. A region within a star will drive pulsation via this
mechanism if the opacity derivatives satisfy the condition
(see, for instance, Cox 1980)

d
dr
A
i
T

] io
!3[ 1

B
[ 0 , (3)

where

i
T

4
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B
o
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T
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AL ln T
L ln o

B
S

.

Here S represents the speciÐc entropy, i is the opacity in
cm2 g~1, and the variables r, o, and T all have their usual
meanings.

Equation (3) is satisÐed most commonly when some
species within a star is partially ionized. In particular, i

Tusually increases in the hotter (inner) portion of a partial
ionization zone and decreases in the cooler (outer) portion.
Thus the inner part of an ionization zone may drive while
the outer part damps pulsation. The adiabatic exponent,

is always positive but usually reaches a minimum!3[ 1,
when material is partially ionized. This enhancement of the
i mechanism is called the c mechanism. Physically, the c
mechanism represents the conversion of some of the work
of compression into further ionization of the species in
question. This tends to compress the parcel more, aiding the
instability. Release of this ionization energy during expan-
sion likewise increases the perturbation. Since they usually
occur together, instabilities caused by both the opacity and
ionization e†ects are known as the i-c mechanism.

The pulsations of Cepheid and RR Lyrae variables, for
instance, are driven via the i-c mechanism operating within
a region where He I and He II have similar abundances. This
same partial ionization zone is apparently the source of
instability for the DBV white dwarfs. The variations
observed in ZZ Ceti white dwarfs have long been attributed
to partial ionization of H. However, Goldreich & Wu
(1999a, 1999b, 1999c) have recently shown the ZZ Ceti pul-
sations can be driven through a di†erent mechanism in effi-
cient surface convection.3 Great e†orts have been expended
by theorists attempting to explain GW Vir and PNNV pul-
sations in terms of some combination of C and O partial
ionization (StarrÐeld et al. 1983 ; Stanghellini, Cox, & Star-
rÐeld 1990 ; Bradley & Dziembowski 1996). A primary diffi-
culty arises from the damping e†ects of He (and C in the
O-driving scheme proposed by Bradley & Dziembowski
1996) in the driving zone, which can ““ poison ÏÏ the driving.
More recently, Saio (1996) and Gautschy (1997) attempted
to explain driving in terms of an ““ opacity bump ÏÏ in the
models, without partial ionizationÈin other words, using
the i mechanism alone. A fundamental problem has been

3 Such convection zones often accompany regions of partial ionization
associated with the i-c mechanism. However, the driving proposed by
Goldreich & Wu is not directly related to ionization. It is possible this
theory might eventually be expanded to account for DBV pulsation as
well. It is unlikely to Ðnd application in PWDs, though, since models of
PG 1159 stars generally do not support convection.
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the lack of information on the exact extent of the instability
strip and the structure of the pulsating stars themselves. The
initial goal in this paper, therefore, is to deÐne as precisely
as possible the observational attributes that any proposed
driving source must reproduce. Whether or not the mecha-
nism we later identify is correct, we hope to lay the ground-
work for future studies that will eventually provide a
deÐnitive answer to this question.

If a star pulsates, we wish to know what relationship the
driving has to the periods we observe. In general, no star
will respond to driving at just any arbitrary period ; the
pulsation period range is determined by the driving mecha-
nism. Cox (1980) showed that the approximate pulsation
period is determined by the thermal timescale of the driving
zone :

% D qth\ c
v
T mdz
L

. (4)

Here is the thermal timescale, is the heat capacity, andqth c
vis the mass above the driving zone. This equation givesmdzthe approximate time it takes the star to radiate awayÈvia

its normal luminosty, L Èthe energy contained in the layers
above the region in question. Though Cox derived this
relationship for radial modes, Winget (1981) showed that it
applies equally well to nonradial g-mode pulsation.

The basic idea behind equation (4) is that energy must be
modulated at approximately the same rate at which it can
be dammed up and released by the driving zone. Consider
the question of whether a given zone can drive pulsation
near a certain period. If the driving zone is too shallow, then
the thermal timescale is shorter than the pulsation period.
Any excess heat is radiated away before the compression
increases signiÐcantly. Thus, it cannot do work to create
mechanical oscillations on the timescale in question. If the
driving zone is too deep then excess heat built up(qth[ %),
during contraction is not radiated away quickly enough
during expansion ; it then works against the next contrac-
tion cycle. Of course, this relationship is only approximate,
and other factors might intervene to limit pulsation to
periods far from from those implied by equation (4).

2.2.2. Period L imits

One such factor is the range of pulsation modes a star can
sustain in the form of standing waves. Hansen, Winget, &
Kawaler (1985) showed that there is a maximum period for
white dwarf and PWD stars above which oscillations will
propagate only as running waves that quickly damp out.
They attempt to calculate this maximum g-mode period,

to explain the observed trend of ZZ Ceti periods with%max,We can recast their equations (6)È(8) asTeff.

%maxB 940s
C k
l(l] 1)

D0.5A R
0.02 R

_

BA Teff
105 K

B~0.5
, (5)

or, using the relation R2\ L /4npT eff4 ,

%maxB 940s
C k
l(l] 1)

D0.5A L
35 L

_

B0.5A Teff
105 K

B~2.5
, (6)

where R is the stellar radius, k represents the mean molecu-
lar weight, and l is the pulsation index introduced earlier.
For a complete derivation of these equations, see the
Appendix.

For cool white dwarfs of a given mass, the radius is
roughly constant with time, and is expected to%max

increase as stars evolve to lower and the driving zoneTeffsinks deeper. Cooler ZZ Ceti and DBV white dwarf stars
should in general have longer periods ; for the ZZ Cetis at
least, this is indeed the case.

However, in PWDs degeneracy is not yet sufficient to
have halted contraction, and the R dependence is still a
factor in determining how varies through the insta-%maxbility strip. We cannot say a priori which dominates : the
shrinking radius, which tends to decrease or the%max,falling which has the opposite e†ect. We cannot evenTeff,predict in advance whether is a factor in determining%maxthe pulsation periods at all. In ° 5, we answer these ques-
tions in view of the observed properties of both the PNNV
and GW Vir stars.

In summary, we can measure individual white dwarf mass
and luminosity through identiÐcation of the period spacing.
The resulting determinations of GW Vir structure, sum-
marized in the next section, will tell us the precise bound-
aries of the instability strip, in other words, when the
pulsations begin and end in the evolution of PWD stars of
a given mass. This knowledge, coupled with the timescales
of driving and the maximum g-mode period in models
matched to the observations, will provide strict constraints
on the allowable form of the driving mechanism. This infor-
mation is absolutely necessary to any research program
designed to discover why PWDs pulsate in the Ðrst place.

3. OBSERVED TEMPERATURE TRENDS OF THE

PG 1159 PULSATORS

3.1. Mass Distribution
White dwarfs exhibit a very narrow mass distribution,

centered at about 0.56È0.59 (Bergeron, Sa†er & LiebertM
_1992 ; Weidemann & Koester 1984). If, for a given pul-Teff,sating PWD masses conform to the same distribution

expected of nonvariables, then we are led to certain expecta-
tions concerning the pulsations seen in the former. Based on
equations (1) and (2), period spacing (proportional to %0)should increase monotonically as the luminosity and ofTeffa given star decrease.

Four PWD stars have so far yielded to asteroseis-
mological scrutiny : the GW Vir stars PG 1159 (Winget et
al. 1991), PG 2131 (Kawaler et al. 1995), and PG 0122
(OÏBrien et al. 1998), and the central star of the planetary
nebula NGC 1501 (Bond et al. 1996). We summarize the
parameters of these four stars in Table 1. All show patterns
of equal period spacing very close to 21 s. This is a remark-
able trend, or more accurately, a remarkable lack of a
trend! If these stars follow the narrow mass distribution
observed in white dwarf stars, then the period spacing is
expected to increase with decreasing as they evolveTefffrom the blue to the red edge of the instability strip. Obser-
vationally, this is not the case.

For instance PG 1159, with a of 140,000 K, shouldTeffsee its period spacing increase by about 20%, from 21 to
26 s, by the time it reaches the e†ective temperature of PG
0122È80,000 K. In other words, the farther PG 0122Ïs
period spacing is from 26 s, the farther is its mass from that
of PG 1159. In fact, these two objects, representing the high
and low extremes of the GW Vir stars, have almostTeffexactly the same period spacing despite enormous di†er-
ences in luminosity and temperature. For PG 0122, its low

pushes it toward longer *% ; this must be o†set by aTeffhigher mass. With such a signiÐcant di†erence, the massTeff
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF VARIABLE PWD PARAMETERS

Teff *%
Name log g (kK) log (L /L

_
) M/M

_
(s)

NGC 1501 . . . . . . D6.0 80 ^ 10 3.3^ 0.3 0.55^ 0.03 D22.3
PG 1159 . . . . . . . . 7.22^ 0.06 14 ^ 10 2.3^ 0.2 0.57^ 0.01 21.5 ^ 0.1
PG 2131 . . . . . . . . 7.67^ 0.12 95 ^ 10 1.0^ 0.2 0.61^ 0.02 21.6 ^ 0.4
PG 0122 . . . . . . . . 7.97^ 0.15 80 ^ 10 0.7^ 0.2 0.68^ 0.04 21.1 ^ 0.4

di†erence between PG 0122 and PG 1159 must be signiÐ-
cant also, and it is : 0.69 versus 0.58M

_
M

_
.

Two stars with a coincident period spacingÈdespite
widely di†erent mass and luminosityÈmight simply be
curious. In fact, all four PWDs with relatively certain period
spacing determinations have the same spacing to within 2 s,
or 10%. This includes the central star of NGC 1501, which
has a luminosity over 3 orders of magnitude larger than
that of PG 0122. Hence, NGC 1501 must have an even
lower mass than PG 1159 by comparison. Figure 1 shows
the mass versus luminosity values for the known GW Vir
stars plus NGC 1501, based on the values of *% from
Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the implications of the common 21È22 s
spacing for the instability ““ strip ÏÏ in the log gÈlog Teffplane. The observational region of instability has shrunk
signiÐcantly. It exhibits such a striking slope in the Ðgure
that, unlike most other instability regions in the H-R
diagram, it can no longer be referred to accurately as an
instability strip (in temperature) at all. Nevertheless, we will
continue to refer to the region of instability pictured in
Figure 2 as the GW Vir ““ instability strip ÏÏ with the under-
standing that the e†ective temperatures of the red and blue
edges are highly dependent on log g (or L ).

Why should the PWD instability strip apparently strad-
dle a line of approximately constant period spacing? Nor-
mally, theorists search for explanations for the observed
boundaries (the red and blue edges) of an instability strip
based on the behavior of a proposed pulsation mechanism.
That behavior is determined by the thermal properties of a
PWD star, while its period spacing is determined by its

FIG. 1.ÈLuminosity vs. mass determined from pulsation data for the
GW Vir stars PG 0122, PG 2131, and PG 1159, and for two ““ evolved ÏÏ
PNNV stars, NGC 1501 and RXJ 2117.

mechanical structure. In degenerate or nearly degenerate
stars, the thermal properties are determined by the ions,
while the mechanical structure is determined by the degen-
erate electrons, and normally the two are safely treated as
separate, isolated systems. If the 21È22 s period spacing is
somehow a prerequisite for pulsation, then this implies an
intimate connection between the mechanical oscillations
and the thermal pulsation mechanism.

The alternative is that the mass-luminosity relationship
along the instability strip is caused by some other processÈ
or combination of processesÈwhich approximately coin-
cides with the relationship that governs the period spacing.
In this case, some mechanism must shut o† observable
pulsation in low-mass PWDs before they reach low tem-
perature and delay observable pulsation in higher mass
PWDs until they reach low temperature.4 We will explore
mechanisms that meet these criteria in ° 5.

3.2. Period Distribution
The PWD pulsators exhibit another clear observational

trend : their periods decrease with decreasing luminosity
(increasing surface gravity). Figure 3 shows the luminosity
versus dominant period (that is, the period of the largest
amplitude mode) for the same stars from Figure 1. The
trend apparent in the Ðgure is in marked contrast to the one
seen in the ZZ Ceti stars, which show longer periods with
lower The ZZ Ceti period trend is generally attributedTeff.to the changing thermal timescale in the driving zone, which

4 We use the phrase ““ observable pulsation ÏÏ to indicate that possible
solutions might reside in some combination of observational selection
e†ects as well the intrinsic behavior of a driving mechanism.

FIG. 2.ÈPortion of the plane showing PWD evolution-log gÈlog Teffary tracks based on ISUEVO. The error boxes for each star derive from
period spacing combined with spectroscopically determined Teff.
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FIG. 3.ÈLuminosity (determined using the pulsation data) vs. domi-
nant period for the same PWD stars as in Fig. 1.

sinks deeper (to longer timescales) as the star cools. If the
same e†ect determines the periods in GW Vir and PNNV
stars, then Figure 3 might be taken to indicate that the
driving zone becomes more shallow with decreasing Teff.We will show that this is not the case in PWD models. We
conclude that some other mechanism must be responsible
for setting the dominant period in PWD variables.

Are the trends seen in Figures 1È3 related? To explore
this question in detail, we developed a new set of PWD
evolutionary models, which we summarize in the next
section. In ° 5 we analyze the behavior of driving zones in
PWD models in light ofÈand to seek an explanation
forÈthe trends just discussed.

4. A NEW SET OF PREÈWHITE DWARF

EVOLUTIONARY MODELS

To understand the various trends uncovered in the hot
pulsating PWDs, we appeal to stellar models. Models have
been essential for exploiting the seismological observation
of individual stars. For this work, though, we needed
models over the entire range of the GW Vir stellar param-
eters of mass and luminosity. Our principal computational
tool is the stellar evolution program ISUEVO, which is
described in some detail by Dehner (1996 ; see also Dehner
& Kawaler 1995). ISUEVO is a ““ standard ÏÏ stellar evolu-
tion code that is optimized for the construction of models of
PWDs and white dwarfs.

The seed model for the models used in this section was
generated with ISUEVO by evolution of a 3 modelM

_from the zero-age main sequence through the thermally

pulsing AGB phase. After reaching a stable thermally
pulsing stage (about 15 thermal pulses), mass loss was
invoked until the model evolved to high temperatures. This
model (representing a PNN) had a Ðnal mass of 0.573 M

_and a helium-rich outer layer.
To obtain self-consistent models within a small range of

masses, we used the 0.573 model and scaled the massM
_up or down. For example, to obtain a model at 0.60 weM

_
,

scaled all parameters by the factor 0.60/0.573 for an initial
model. Relaxation to the new conditions was accomplished
by taking many very short time steps with ISUEVO. Fol-
lowing this relaxation, the evolution of the new model pro-
ceeded as before. In this way, we produced models that were
as similar as possible, with mass being the only di†erence.

Comparison of our evolutionary tracks and trends with
the earlier model grids of Dehner (1996) shows very close
agreement, given the di†erent evolutionary histories.
DehnerÏs initial models were derived from a single model
with a simpliÐed initial composition proÐle, while our
models are rooted in a self-consistent evolutionary
sequence. We note that the work by Dehner (1996) included
elemental di†usion (principally by gravitational settling),
while the models we use here did not include di†usion.
Within the temparature range of the GW Vir stars,
however, observations of their surface abundances indicate
that the e†ects of di†usion have only a small inÑuence.

5. SELECTION EFFECTS, DRIVING, AND THE BLUE AND

RED EDGES

5.1. T he Observed ““Blue ÏÏ and ““Red ÏÏ Edges
In explaining the observed distribution of pulsating stars

with respect to stellar parameters, we must distinguish
observational selection e†ects from causes intrinsic to the
objects under study. Usually, understanding selection
e†ects is an important part of decoding the shape of the
distribution in terms of physical e†ects. In this case, the blue
and red edges exhibit a similar slope in the log gÈlog Teffplane, but we must still separate out selection e†ects from
the intrinsic shape of one or both of them.

The more rapid the evolution through a particular region
of the H-R diagram, the less likely it is that stars will be
found there. Also, the relative sample volume is larger for
stars with higher luminosity, since they are detectable at
greater distances. Some combination of these e†ects will
determine the odds of Ðnding stars of a particular mass at
a particular point in their evolution. One of the most
common ways to explore these combined e†ects is to con-
struct a luminosity function, which is simply a plot of the
expected number density of stars per unit luminosity, based
on how bright they are and how fast they are evolving at
di†erent times. Figure 4 shows schematic luminosity func-
tions for PWD stars of two di†erent masses, based on the
models described in the previous section and normalized
according to the white dwarf mass distribution (see, for
instance, Wood 1992). One important result of this Ðgure is
that higher mass models always achieve a given number
density per unit luminosity later (at lower L and thanTeff)lower mass models. Also, the number density per unit lumi-
nosity increases for all models as they evolve to lower Teff,as a result of the increasing amount of time spent in a
luminosity bin.

These e†ects together imply that, if PWDs of all mass
pulsate all the way down to 80,000 K, then the distribution
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FIG. 4.ÈTheoretical luminosity functions, log '(L ), for two di†erent
single-mass populations of PWD stars.

of known pulsators should be skewed heavily toward those
with both low and low mass. We do not see such stars ;Teffthus the red edge must exclude the low-mass, starslow-Tefffrom the distribution.

While the observed red edge actually marks the dis-
sappearance of pulsations from PWD stars, selection e†ects
change our chances of Ðnding high-mass, pulsa-high-Tefftors. In this case, we expect that the likehood of Ðnding stars
of a given mass within the instability strip will increase the
closer those stars get to the red edge. This would tend to
render the theoretical blue edge (as deÐned by the onset of
pulsation in models of a given mass) undetectible in real
PWD starsÈgiven the small number of known variables. In
other words, stars ““ bunch up ÏÏ against the red edge owing
to their continually slowing rate of evolution, causing the
apparent blue edge to shadow the slope of the red edge in
the log gÈlog plane. This could explain the approx-Teffimately linear locus of pulsating stars found within that
plane implied by their tight distribution of *%.

We are left to explain the observed red edge in terms of
the intrinsic properties of the stars themselves, which we
defer to ° 5.3. First, however, we will discuss the e†ects of
the observed mass distribution along the strip on the period
trend seen in Figure 3.

5.2. T he % versus TrendTeff
As mentioned previously (and as we show in ° 5.3, below),

the depth of an ionization-based driving zone increasesÈ
moves to larger thermal timescalesÈwith decreasing Tefffor PWD stars of a given mass. This implies a period trend
opposite to that observed in Figure 3. Bradley & Dziem-
bowski (1996) discuss this very problem, since their models
predict that the maximum period of unstable modes should
increase as decreases. They suggest that the composi-Tefftion of the driving zone might somehow change with time,
or that the stellar radii shrink much more quickly than is
currently thought (or some combination of the two), in such
a way as to make the maximum unstable period decrease
with decreasing However, no one has yet calculatedTeff.how (and whether) these suggestions could reasonably
account for the observed trend. It is clear, however, that
something other than the depth of the driving zone alone
determines the observed period range.

What other mechanisms might a†ect the observed
periods? One such mechanism is the changing value of the
maximum sustainable g-mode period, For the ZZ%max.Ceti stars, probably does not inÑuence the period dis-%maxtribution much, since from equations (5) and (6) it increases
through the ZZ Ceti instability strip. In PWDs, however,
the R dependence in equation (5) must be taken into
account ; we cannot be certain that the trend implied by a
lengthening driving timescale will not Ðnd itself at odds
with a decreasing %max.Figure 5 shows the (arbitrarily normalized) run of %maxversus for three PWD model sequences of di†erentTeffmass. Clearly, decreases signiÐcantly as models evolve%maxalong all three sequences, with high-mass stars exhibiting a
smaller than low-mass stars at all These two%max Teff.5e†ects, when combined with the PWD mass distribution,
imply that should plummet precipitously with increas-%maxing log g in the models shown in Figure 2. For example, the
ratio of for PG 1159 to that of PG 0122 is expected to%maxbe D1.42 :1, while the ratio of their observed dominant
periods is 540 :400\ 1.35 :1. The period distribution seen in
Figure 2 is thus consistent with the idea that the value of

determines the dominant period in GW Vir stars. As%maxwe will see in the next section, probably also plays an%maximportant part in determining the more fundamental ques-
tion of when a given star is likely to pulsate.

5.3. Driving Zone Depth, and the Red Edge%max,
In ° 2.2, we discussed the relationship between the depth

of the driving zone and the period of g-mode oscillations.
Equation (4) implies that the dominant period should
increase in response to the deepening driving zone, as long
as other amplitude-limiting e†ects do not intervene. Figure
5 shows how one particular e†ectÈthe decreasing
maximum periodÈmight reverse the trend connected to
driving zone depth, and the observed periods of GW Vir
stars supports the suggestion that is the key factor in%maxsetting the dominant period. While limits the range of%maxperiods that can respond to driving, in the driving zoneqth

5 If this trend continued all the way to the cooler white dwarf instability
strips, then ZZ Ceti stars could only pulsate at very short periods, but Teffbegins to dominate below around 60,000È70,000 K, pushing back to%maxlonger and longer periods once the stars approach their minimum radius at
the top of the white dwarf cooling track.

FIG. 5.ÈMaximum theoretical g-mode period, independent of the%max,driving period, vs. for four PWD evolution sequences of di†erent mass.Teff
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limits the periods that can be driven. However, increasesqthsteadily for all GW Vir stars, and decreases steadily.%maxEventually, therefore, every pulsator will reach a state
where over the entire extent of the driving zone.qth[ %maxIn such a state, the star can no longer respond to driving at
all, and pulsation will cease. If remains the most%maximportant amplitude-limiting factor for stars approaching
the red edge, then the red edge itself could be caused by the
situation just described.

We can test this idea by asking if it leads to the kind of
mass-dependent red edge we see. To answer this question,
we need to know how the depth of the driving zone (as
measured by changes with respect to for stars ofqth) %maxvarious mass. Figure 6 depicts the driving regions for three
di†erent model sequences (M \ 0.57, 0.60, and 0.63 atM

_
)

three di†erent e†ective temperatures (144,000, 100,000, and
78,000 K). The driving strength, dk/dr, is determined from
equation (3), where k represents the expression inside par-
entheses. The vertical axis has not been normalized and is
the same scale in all three panels. The surface of each model
is on the left, at The vertical lines in the Ðgureqth\ 0.
represent for each model, normalized to 1000 s in the%max,0.57 model at 144,000 K. We have made no attempt toM

_calculate the actual value of (however, see the%maxAppendix) ; the important thing is its changing relationship
to the depth of the driving zone with changing mass and
Teff.A couple of important trends are clear in the Ðgure. First,
the driving zone in models of a given mass sinks to longer

and gets larger and stronger, with decreasing In theqth, Teff.absence of other e†ects, this trend would lead to ever

FIG. 6.ÈDriving strength, dk/dr [ 0, for three di†erent model
sequences at three di†erent e†ective temperatures. Vertical lines represent
the maximum g-mode period at which the star can respond to driving.

increasing periods of larger and larger amplitude as Teffdecreases. Meanwhile, changes more moderately,%maxmoving toward slightly shorter timescales with decreasing
and increasing mass. If we make the somewhat crudeTeffassumption that the e†ective driving zone consists only of

those parts of the full driving zone with then aqth\ %max,picture of the red edge emerges. At K, theTeff \ 144,000
driving zone is relatively una†ected in all three model
sequences. As decreases, and the driving zone sinks toTefflonger the limit encroaches on theqth, %max-imposed
driving zone more and more for every mass. Thus the longer
periods, while driven, are eliminated, moving the locus of
power to shorter periods than would be seen if was%maxnot a factor. Eventually, all the driven periods are longer
than the maximum period at which a star can respond, and
pulsation ceases altogether. This is the red edge.

Pulsations will not shut down at the same in stars ofTeffevery mass. High-mass models retain more of their e†ective
driving zones than low-mass models at a given ThisTeff.occurs because at a given the top of the driving zoneTeff,moves toward the surface (to smaller with increasingqth)mass. This e†ect of decreasing at the top of the drivingqthzone outstrips the trend to lower with increasing mass.%maxThe result is that, at 78,000 K, the driving zone in the 0.57

model (Fig. 6, upper panel) has moved to timescalesM
_entirely above the limit, while the 0.63 model%max M

_(appropriate for PG 0122 : see the bottom panel in Figure 6)
still produces signiÐcant driving at thermal timescales
below %max.Recall from Table 1 and Figure 2 that GW Vir stars of
lower have higher mass. Why? We can now give anTeffanswer : at low the low-mass stars have stopped pulsa-Teff,ting because they only drive periods longer than those at
which they can respond to pulsation! Higher mass stars
have shallower ionization zones (at a given that stillTeff)drive periods shorter than the maximum allowed g-mode
period, even at low This causes the red edge to move toTeff.higher mass with decreasing luminosity and the sameTeff,trend followed by lines of constant period spacing. The inter-
play between driving zone depth and enforces the%maxstrikingly small range of period spacings (*%D 21.5 s) seen
in Table 1 and Figure 2.

These calculations are not an attempt to predict the exact
location of the red edge at a given mass. We are interested
at this point only in demonstrating how the position of the
red edge is expected to vary with mass, given an ionization-
based driving zone with an upper limit placed on it by %max.In the particular models shown in Figure 6, the top of the
driving zone corresponds to the ionization temperature of
O VI, but the behavior of the red edge should be the same no
matter what species causes the driving. Its absolute loca-
tion, though, would probably be di†erent given driving by
di†erent species. In order to use the location of the red edge
for stars of di†erent mass to identify the exact species that
accomplishes driving, we would need to calculate pre-%maxcisely for all the models in Figure 6 and better understand
exactly how the value of a†ects the amplitudes of%maxmodes nearby in period. Such a calculation is beyond the
scope of this paper, and we leave it to future investigations
to attempt one.

Alternatively, the discovery of more GW Vir stars would
help us better understand these processes by deÐning the
red edge with greater observational precision. The simplest
test of our theories would be to Ðnd GW Vir pulsa-low-Teff
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tors of low mass. If they exist, then is probably not a%maxfactor in determining their periods, and variation should be
sought in their light curves at longer periods than in the
GW Vir stars found so far ; Figure 6 suggests their domi-
nant periods should be in the thousands of seconds. It is
possible that these stars could be quite numerous (and
should be quite numerous if they exist at all, given their
slower rate of evolution) and still escape detection, since
standard time-series aperture photometry is not generally
e†ective at these timescales. Most current CCD photom-
eters are quite capable of searching for such variability,
however. Based on these results, we encourage future
studies to determine whether or not low-mass, GWlow-TeffVir pulsators do indeed exist.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Our purpose is to understand how and why PWD stars
pulsate, so that astronomers can conÐdently apply know-
ledge of PWD structureÈgained via asteroseismologyÈto
study how white dwarfs form and evolve and better under-
stand the physics that governs these processes. We have
pursued PWD structure via the pulsation periods and the
additional constraints they provide for our models. A sur-
prising similarity emerged among them: their patterns of
average period spacing span a very small range of 21È23 s.
Including the PNNV star NGC 1501, this uniformity
extends over 3 orders of magnitude in PWD luminosity.
Since the average period spacing increases with decreasing
luminosityÈand decreases with increasing massÈthis
result implies a trend toward signiÐcantly higher mass with
decreasing luminosity through the instability strip. This
trend has several important implications for our under-
standing of PWD pulsations.

The instability is severely sloped toward lower withTeffstellar mass increasing down the instability strip. To under-
stand this sloped instability strip, we needed information
inherent in the other fundamental observed trend : the dom-
inant period in PWD pulsators decreases with decreasing
luminosity. We found that the observed dominant period is
correlated with the theoretical maximum g-mode period,

If is a factor in determining the range of periods%max. %maxobserved in pulsating PWD stars, then it should play a role
in determining when pulsation ceases because the driving
zone tends to drive longer and longer periods in models of
given mass as the models evolve to lower At lowTeff.enough temperatures, the driving zone is capable of driving
only periods longer than and pulsations should then%max,cease. Since the top of the driving zone moves to shorter
timescales with increasing mass, and does so faster than

decreases with increasing mass, higher mass models%maxshould pulsate at lower than lower mass models. ThisTeffbehavior is compatible with the observed slope of the red
edge in the log gÈlog plane.TeffThis mechanism does not account for the lack of
observed high-mass pulsators at high however. Theo-Teff,retical luminosity functions for the PWD stars indicate the
observed blue edge is probably signiÐcantly a†ected by
selection e†ects due to rapid evolution at high SinceTeff.higher mass models are both less numerous and less lumi-
nous at a given than models of lower mass, we are moreTefflikely to detect low-mass than high-mass PWDs at a given
temperature. This will cause stars to ““ bunch up ÏÏ against
the red edge in the observed instability strip, and the appar-
ent blue edge will thus ““ artiÐcially ÏÏ resemble the shape of

the red edgeÈno matter what the true shape might be. This
selection e†ect, in isolation, would imply that low-mass,

GW Vir pulsators should be most numerous of all.low-TeffThat we in fact Ðnd none strengthens our contention that
the mass dependence of the red edge is a real e†ectÈwe Ðnd
no low-mass, GW Vir stars because they do notlow-Teffexist.

The boundaries of the PWD instability strip derived from
our pulsation studies are far smaller than those based on
spectroscopic measurements alone. Though the actual
range of log g and spanned by the known pulsators isTeffno smaller than before, the newly discovered mass-
luminosity relationship implies that the width of the strip in

at a given log g is quite small, and vice versa. We canTefftherefore no longer say for certain that any nonpulsators
occupy this newly diminished instability strip, since the
uncertainties in log g and as determined from spectros-Teffcopy are larger now than the observed width of the strip
itself at a given log g or Teff.This highlights the importance of Ðnding additional pul-
sators with which to reÐne our knowledge of the instability
strip boundaries further. In particular, we still have no
observations with which to constrain theories of the blue
edge, since there is no reason that the instrinsic blue edge
lies near the observed blue edge at any e†ective temperature.

If the trend we have discovered continues down to e†ec-
tive temperatures below the coolest known pulsating
PWDs, then high-mass (D1 or greater) white dwarfsM

_might pulsate at temperatures as low as 50,000È60,000 K
(and log g D 8). Their dominant periods (again, assuming
they follow the trends outlined in °° 3 and 5) would be
shorter than any known PWDs, perhaps as low as 200È300
s. Such stars would not be PWDs at all but rather white
dwarfs proper. Their discovery would complete a ““ chain ÏÏ
of variable stars from PNN stars to ““ naked ÏÏ PWDs to hot
white dwarfs, and as such they would represent a incalcula-
ble boon to astronomers who study the late stages of stellar
evolution.

On the theory side, we need to understand how PWD
stars react to driving near the maximum g-mode period.
Studies should be undertaken to determine the actual
maximum period in PWD models. PWD evolution
sequences should be constructed that contain all the ele-
ments thought to exist in PWD stars. We have obser-
vational information to test all these calculations, and with
the observational program proposed above, we will gain
more. There is much to do.
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APPENDIX A

THE MAXIMUM PERIOD

A variable preÈwhite dwarf star is a resonant cavity for nonradial g-mode oscillations. This spherically symmetric cavity is
bounded by the stellar center (or the outer edge of the degenerate core in ZZ Ceti and DBV white dwarfs) and surface. At
sufficiently long periods, however, the surface layers no longer reÑect internal waves. The pulsation energy then leaks out
through the surface, damping the pulsation. This idea was Ðrst applied to white dwarf pulsations by Hansen, Winget, &
Kawaler (1985), who attempted to calculate the approximate critical frequencies to explain both the red edge and maximum
observed periods in ZZ Ceti stars. Assuming an Eddington gray atmosphere, they derive the following expression for the
dimensionless critical g-mode frequency :

u
g
2B

l(l] 1)
V
g

, (A1)

where

V
g
\ 3gkR

5N
a
kTeff

. (A2)

Here g and R represent the photospheric surface gravity and radius, and k, and k have their usual meanings.N
a
,

The dimensionless frequency, u, is related to the pulsation frequency, p, according to

u2\ p2R
g

. (A3)

The pulsation period is % \ 2n/p, so combining equations (A1)È(A3) we arrive at the maximum g-mode period :

%max B 940 s
C k
l(l] 1)

D0.5A R
0.02 R

_

BA Teff
105 K

B~0.5
, (A4)

or, using the relation R2\ L /4npT eff4 ,

%max B 940 s
C k
l(l] 1)

D0.5A L
35 L

_

B0.5A Teff
105 K

B~2.5
. (A5)

For PG 1159, with L \ 200 and K, equation (A5) predicts s for l\ 1 modes and 492 s forL
_

Teff \ 140,000 %max\ 850
l\ 2 modes.6 PG 0122, with L \ 5.6 and K, would have s for l\ 1 and 340 s for l\ 2.L

_
Teff \ 80,000 %max\ 580

Because of the simplicity of the gray atmosphere assumption, these numbers are more useful in comparison to each other than
as quantitative diagnostics of the maximum period. For instance, Hansen, Winget, & Kawaler (1985) Ðnd that the values of

derived from this analysis are ““ within a factor of 2 ÏÏ of those based on more rigorous calculations. We are more%maxinterested here in the run of with respect to global stellar quantities such as L and%max Teff.If determines the long-period cuto† in GW Vir pulsators, then the longest period l\ 1 modes should be%max(approximately) a factor of 1.73 times longer than the longest period l\ 2 modes. PG 1159 is the only GW Vir star with
positively identiÐed l\ 2 modes. In the period list of Winget et al. (1991), the longest period (positively identiÐed) l\ 2 mode
has a period of 425 s, while the longest period l\ 1 mode has a period of 840 s. The ratio of these two periods is 1.98, close to
the predicted ratio. The periods themselves are also surprisingly close to the calculated values.

The predicted ratios between the longest period modes also hold for intercomparison of di†erent stars. The longest period
mode so far identiÐed for PG 0122 is 611 s, 1.37 times smaller than the longest period in PG 1159, again very close to the
predicted ratio of 1.43 from equations (A4) and (A5). The agreement between from our rough calculations and the%maxobserved maximum periods in GW Vir stars is impressive enough to warrant further study. In particular, more rigorous
theoretical calculations of should be undertaken to corroborate or refute these results.%max

6 Assuming a mix of C:O:He \ 0.4 :0.3 :0.3 by mass, implying k \ 1.59.
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